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INTRODUCTION

In 1987 I tm^ght a copy of ray newly published ethnography to the family
th^ had hosted me dunng my fieldw{^, frc»n 1978 to 1980, m an Egyptian
BedtHiin ccrnmiuBity No one m the community knew English, not many were
literate even in Ar^ic Yet it was imp(»tant to me to offer Uiran the book
Tlicy enjoyed the irfiow^raphs, which ! had carefully setected with an eye to
the way pet^e in fee community would "read" them, making ceitam that at
least one member from each of the families I kiKw was included We
discussed die book and its purpose My host thought it a pity I had published it
m English since his intercst was in persuading ncHi-Bedouin Egyptians of the
validity of his way of hfe He wimted to know who in Amenca was in-
terested—who would read it** Not n ^ y peo|rie m Amenca were interested, I
said, but I hoped it would be read by pet^le who wanted to underst^md the
Arabs—mostly students and scholars who spectahzed in understanding the
different ways Iniman brings arcHind tte world live

This descnptton of anthropology's avowed purpose sounded odd in tfiat
context "Yes." my host remarited. "knowledge is power (l-mi'rifa guwwa)

The AmencMis and the British know everything They want to know every-
thing aboiu pet^le, abcHit us Then if they come to a country, or come to rule
It. they know what pec^le need ^ d they know how to rule ' I laughed
"Exactly'" 1 said, and told him that a well-known bo<A written by a Palestin-
ian professor in Amenca had said just thst My BedcKiin host had brou^t up
an issue about the politics of scholarship that we as Westem-onented scholars
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have only recently begun to explore senously In Middle East Studies,
Edward Said's Orientalism (169), following several earlier critiques (1, 21,
115), opened up this domain of questioning, and it is witii this issue that any
discussion of anUiropological theones about the Arab world must begin

What follows IS not a comprehensive catalogue of the literature in Middle
East anthropology but a tracing of the shapes and patterns of anthropological
discourse on the Arab world I focus on theor>' and confine my discussion
mostly to anthropological works published in or translated into Enghsh in the
past decade I am concerned with the relationship of the anthropology of the
Arab world to two somewhat distinct enterpnses tiie study of the region and
anthropological theor>' more generally Other important reviews (70. 99)
present more detail and different perspectives, in Gilsenan's case a Bntish one
with more wit and histoncal depth

I begin with a consideration of those anthropologists whose work, although
based on field work in some part of the Arab world, has been pnmanly
directed toward and taken up by anthropologists outside the circle of Middle
East specialists Their contnbutions to anthropological theor>' have been in
two related areas epistemology and the analysis of culture or ideology In the
second half of the essay I turn to anthropological works that, while taking up
or speaking to theoretical concerns, locate themselves more squarely within
the study of the Arab Middle East I show that the zones of anthropological
theorizing about the Arab world are few and begin to ask the questions raised
by this observation Why is theonzing distributed into these particular zones'
Why do the zones have these particular boundanes"* What fashions and forces
channel this distnbution'' What hmits, exclusions, and silences does this
distnbution entaiP

Through tt\is critical reflection on my work and the work of my colleagues,
I hope to illuminate the ways in which our scholarship is part of a complex
world, not just about {and outside) it Like all reviews, ttiis one is partial, I
have had to be selective and have been unable to do justice to the subtlety or
range of argument and ethnography in many of the exemplary works I do cite
This review is also situated—a reading and wnting from a particular place,
from an individual who is personally, intellectually, politically, and histor-
ically situated I hope to make clear that it could not be otherwise

Orientalism and Anthropology

Anthropologists do not usually consider themselves Onentalists (and have
often been looked down upon by traditional Onentahsts) because their tram-
mg within the discipline of anthropology has been stronger than their framing
in the languages, literatures, and history of the Middle East Yet they fall
within Said's definition of an Onentalist as "anyone who teaches, writes
about, or researches the Onent" (169 2) Said, however, means something
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both more specific and more general than this simple defmition suggests He
defines Onentalism as 'a style of thought based upon an ontological and
epi^emologicai distmctitm made between the Onent' and (most of the time)
'the Occident,' " and aiso argues that Oientahsm is 'a corporate institution
for dealmg with the Onent—dealing with it by making statements about it.
authorizing views of it, describing ll. by teaching it. setthng it, ruling over it"
(169 2-3) This Foucauldian approach to Onentalism as a "discursive forma-
tion" envies Said to analyze a wtwle grm^ of texte constimtmg a field of
study for tlKmes. correspcwidences, affiliations, and silences, and to show
how these texts interpenetrate the political and economic project of colonizmg
"the East "

Is anthropology, where Said's formulations are often considered problem-
atic (e g 44), implicated^ The totalizing o|^sition between East and West
does not have particular currency in andiropology. where other dichotomies
such as pnmitive/modem. black^white, savage/civihzed, and now self/other
are more sahent Scwne even argue that complex literate societies like those
found m tl^ Middle East or the Indian subcontinent do not fit easily withtn
these dichotomies and have, for that reason, been second-class citizens when
It comes to anihfi^jological thecmzing (cf 18) For Said one of the most
sinking charactenstics of Onentahsm is its textuality. especially the way the
truths abmit a "real place" called the Or^nt are created out of texts that seem
to refer cmly to other texts for their authonty This is what he calls the
citatiosiary nature of Onentalism Here, too. anthropologists would seem at
first to be reasonbly innocent, since they pnde themselves on working in
comn»iinities no one else has visited and tend to gather their matenal from
'the field," not die librar>' As recent cntics of ethnogrs^hies-as-texts have
noted, they are su |^sed to acquire their authonty from such devices as
quoting from fieldootes and telhng stones that testify to their presence at the
scenes of action, their 'direct experience" (45. 126. 127)

However, insofar as the Middle East a>l(Hiialism analyzed by Said is only
one instance of Eia^c^'s dcHnmalimi of the rest of the world, cntiques of
anthsx^mlogy's lioks to colonialism m i ^ be expected to follow lines smalar
to Said's There is a ^xtwmg literature on \his subject witiim anrfiropology.
im^t of It goii^ weil beyond the simplistic and conspiratonsd handmaiden-of-
coloniaiism ^guments such as those that accuse anthropology of being a
justification for colraiial rule Arguments hke the^ are easily rebutted with
accounts of the ways particular anthropologists opposed colonial officials or
tned to help 'natives" or defenses ti»at anthrt^wlt^ists are liberals who, like
Franz Boas, were in the vanguard of the battle against ethnocentnsm and
racism

What Smd and the more sophisticated of the cntics of anthropology's
relaticaiship to colomahsm (20. 23, 46, 77. 125. 172) are trying to get at is
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something far more subtle and pervasive, what Said calls "a distribution of
geopolitical awareness mto sesthetK, scholarly, econ(Hmc, ^Kiological, his-
toncal, and philological texts" (169 12) This may v/otk t̂ BOugh mdividuals,
as Said suggests in a passage noting the obvious point tiiat

if It IS true that no production of knowledge m the human sciences can ever ignore or
disclaim its author's involvement as a human subject m his awn circumstances, then it must
also be true thai for a European or Amencan studying the Onent diere can be no
disclaiming the mam circumstances of his actuality that he comes up against die Onent as a
European or an Amencan first, as an individual second And to be a E u n ^ a n or an
Amencan in such a situation is by no means an inert fact It meant and means being aware,
however dimly, that one belongs to a power with definite interests in the Onent, and more
important, that cme belongs to a part of the earth with a definite history of involvement in
the Onent almost since the time of Homer (169 11)

The fundamental structural mequality between the worlds of Western scholars
and their Third World subjects affects in complex and lndu'ect ways the
disciplines within which such individuals work Questions like who is wntmg
about whom, whose terms define the discourse, and even, as Asad (23)
argues, who translates whose concepts and whose language bends to the
other, need to be explored

To say this is not to deny that there are exceptional individuals, that
individual works are always to some extent unique, that there are histoncal
shifts that must be carefully attended to, or that there are contradicuons and
ambiguities within any discourse/world situation, contradictions that imply,
as Asad notes (20 18), the potential for self-cnticism However, it is cnicial to
keep m mind that there are no easy sohstions to the problems raised by such
disciplinary cntiques Contrary to what naive attacks on Middle East Studies
or enthusiastic (pro and con) misreadmgs of Said have suggested. Said
(169 322) nghtly argues that "the methodological failures of Onentalism
cannot be accounted for either by saying that the real Onent is different from
Onentalist portraits of it, or by saying that since Onentalists are Westerners
for the most part, they cannot be expected to have an inner sense of what the
Onent is all about'" Such claims, which apply equally to jmthropotogy.
Ignore the way that the "Middle East" (or any other ethnographic area) is
always a construct, both political and scholarly, and assume that knowledge
of It could somehow be separated from power and position and made some-
thing pure—two presumptions Said refuses to make and takes great pains to
refute (169.10) It follows then tiiat the truth-claims made by even an in-
digenous anthropologist who lives in and identifies with the society he or she
wntes about would have to be subjected to flie same sorts of questions (See 4,
13, 15, 78, 144, and even 55, 113, 146 cm resesux^ by msKlers ) Hie most
important point Said makes is that the kinds of re^>resentati(His of die Oient
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that One^talism has purveyed have ntrt been merely misunderstandii^s but,
raUier, a necessary aspect of the establistei^nt and maintenance of a certain
power re:l£ttion I will return to these questKHis of what could be called "tiie
politics of place" when I examine antiiropological Uieonzmg about tihe Arab
world Before that,, I want to take up the woilt of those anthropologists whose
theonzmg ^ems less loc^ized

Analyzing Human Action. Culture, Ideology, and Discourse

In 1975, ^ parochialism of Middk East Mi^m^lt^y was such that it could
still be said m ̂  last ma}<ff review of ^e fiekl to £q}peiu' in the Annual Review

of Anthropology tiiat "aatla-c^logical studies in MENA (Middle East and
Nor^ Afnca) have largely failed to atoract an ^idience of scholars beyond
those devoted to luxkit^^ing such stucbes th^nselves" and that 'with few
exceptions, comr^utions to anttu-<^togical literature based on Middle East-
em re^arch have failed to have an in^cnt^uit impact upon tl^c»etical con-
cems in the field of ethnology'' (81 183) This is no longer the case Middle
East anOin^logy can now claim two h^hly influential antlm>potogical
theraists, Clifford Geertz and Pierre Bourdieu, as well as some of the key
figures (Vincefit Crs^Kuizano, Paul Rabiaow, »id Kevin Dwyer) m what some
refer to as "reflexive jmthrc^logy " At least a teef i^scussion of their woric
IS essential, what follows, althmigh tmef, should be enoi^h to reveal the
Uirust of the recent antiffopologicsU thewy that has e m e r ^ from worit m the
Arab world, l^is is a different malter frcHU ^tropology's c(mtnbution to
the<H7 about the Arab wca-ld. which will be examined m the second half of
this essay

It seems to have t%come fashionable to cnttcize and even dismiss Geertz
for what amounts to the sin of wntmg well He is accused, often with a
p^uhar animus, of wieldmg his magic^d pen to conjure phantoms capable of
taking in his poor unsuspecting readers These strange charges must be taken
as a tnbute to his stature Ttere are cnticisms to be made of Geertz's
ai^^cHich, Init tfiey must begin wrth a r^ogmtion of the nature of his theoreti-
cal contn^^ion He shiu%s with BtHirdieu two central concerns the relation-
ship between social actcnrs and tite ideas they work with and the relMionship
between t^ijectivity and subjectivity in modes of social analysis Drawing on
and thus reaoisg against diff^ent lnteltectual traditions, however, they have
ended up re[»esencing different theoretical turns in anthropology

Aldiough Gd^tz's v/Gi^ covers a wide range of topics, is distnbuted
thrcHighoiK a la^ge nimiber of books and ^says wntten over a long penod, and
is based etl»u^ra^)}Bcally on l^klw<Hk m todoaesia (Java and Bali) as well as
Morocco (aiHl is often cxphcitly ccwrqiarative), I pick out only a few of its
mc^t uifiueiuial general aspects He reintroduced into an antiiropology in-
fluenced hy either Emile Durkheim or Franz Boas a Wetwnan concern with
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"meaning' or ''culture" and thus interpretation This links him immediately to
literary criticism, and he has imleed played nchly witfi the metfq^r of
cultures as texts to be read (e g S8) What a n d m ^ l ^ i s t s should do is to
lnteriM^t people's actions, even the most mmute, in terms of systems of
pubhcally shared symbols and to seek to understand how diese symbols shape
people's understandings and feelings His article on the Moroccan "bazaar" as
a cultural system is his most recent and extended analysis of a Middle Eastern
society in these terms (90)

Geertz's arguments have influenced the direction Amencan anthropology
has taken over the last two decades Mediating the debate between the
behaviorists and idealists by arguing for a view of humans as essentially
cultural and their actions always meaningful or symbolic, he balanced the
Bntish anthropological concern with social structure (which had dominated
Middle East anthropology) with a stress on cultural analysis and interpreta-
tion His notion of cultures as texts and his recognition of the textual nature of
ethnography ["wnting fictions" (89 15)] laid ±e groundwork for what has
now become a major issue in anthropology, the relationship between field-
work and the wnting of ethnographies (see also 91)

This raises the question of method Accordmg to Geertz what is to be read
IS sociai action Because it is important to get at what Mahnowski (124) called
"the native's point of view." the anthropologist must tr>' to figure out what
peoples' actions mean—to themselves and to others To designate this process
he borrows die notion of "thick description" from the philosopher Gilbert
Ryle and. wilh the help of a stor>' told to him in 1968 about an altercation in
1912 among Berber tnbesmen. French colonial officials, and a Jewish shop-
keeper in the mountains of Morocco, argues that ethnography consists in
interpreting peoples" actions in terms of the interpretations with which they
themselves work—in this particular case, misinterpretations due to ' a confu-
sion of tongues "

The Moroccan tale illustrates immediately some of the troubling questions
raised by Geertz's approach First there is the ambiguity about who is doing
the reading and the uncertainty about how meanings for various individuals or
groups are to be inferred Thus the text he provides could be read at one level
as a tale told to a visiting Amencan anthropologist about how arbitrary and
temble the French were when they came to the area Second there is a
problem about whether this stor\̂  is about misunderstandings or rather the
political process of colonial domination, of which deliberately creating 'mis-
understandings" may be a crucial part For at another level the story can be
read not as one about human misunderstandings created when different
"frames of interpretation" are brought together (admittedly, as Geertz notes,
by the colonial presence), but about the tragic results for one poor Moroccan
Jew of the French officials' imposition of control, at a particular histoncal
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moment, over the local population using confiscation and impnsonment as
part cf tiieir technique

Bourdteu, the other major theonst with ethnographic expenence in the
Middle East (among the Kabyles in Algena), has theonzed more explicitly
both the relationship between the anthK>p(rfogist"s and insider's un-
dei^tamhflgs of situations ^md the ways that ''misunderst^idings" might be
vital to the way power operates m social life Although his own approach has
weaknesses that will be discussed, it cjui profitably be used to highlight the
assttit^jtions »id lacunae in the Geotzian ajf^roach

Bourdieu begins by arguing that "the antlux>pologist's particular relation to
the object of his study contams ttie makmgs of a theoretical distortion '' This
distortion is due. he says, to the anUiropologist"s ver\' position—however
• direct" his or her exiKrience—as an observer, OIK who is 'excluded from tlK
real play of social activities by die fact that he has no place m the system
observed and has no need to make a place for himself there " This exclusion
'inclines him to a hermeneutic representation of practices, leading him to
reduce all social relations to communicative relations "

Condemned to adopt unwittingly for his own use the representation of action which is
forced on agents or groups when tbey lack practical mastery of a highly valued competence
and have to jHovide themselves with an explicit and at least semi-formalized substitute for
It, [the anthropologist] in his preoccupation with interpreting practices, is inclined to
introduce mto the object the pnnciples of his relation to tbe object (33 l-2i

Bourdieu thus argues that the unwarv' outsider'' anthropologist mistakes
practical activity for a drama played out before a spectator, an object to be
observed, a representation to be interpreted or read Although primarily
directed to the structuralists, whose formative influence is reflected in Bour-
dteu's own woric (and although neglectrng to consider, incidentally, the
particular implications of the outsider beiag a Frenchman m French-occupied
Algena), this cntique could well be used to question Geertz's hermeneutic
ap{»oach, his view of "culture" as text or model, and his assumptum diat
social action Iras to do pnmanly with meaimg

If BcHirdieu would question "reading"' as the proper mo(k by which an-
thropolo^^s ^KHild analyze social £K:tion, be w&tld be e<p£dly suspicious of
the G^rtzian n<Aon that the people we study are theniselves reading one
«iother He considers "practice" the central object of study, and his notion of
human act(»'s is diat they are pnmanly engaged in regulMed improvisations m
the art of living In answer to the question of why individuals in particular
communities seem to act similarly, he prefers a cc«icept called "habitus" to
"culture " By habitus he means dispositions that generate and structure prac-
tices and representations but are themselves structured hy such things as
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material conditions charactenstic of a class antditicHi (33.72, 78)
Geertz, he is especially concerned with those political and histcmcal forces
that create a particular h^mus, wludi m turn generates what die an-
thropologist perceives as cultural legidanties

For method Bourdieu {nx>poses a dialectical movement betwran, aad m a

sense beyond, a phenomenological and an (^jectivist ajqnoach By "phe-
nomenological" he means Ae expenence p e o ^ themselves have of their
world By "objectivist" he meiuis the outsi(kr's knowledge of the structures of
the social world that shape this expen^ice and of the nature of this [Hnmaiy
expenence as that which is "denied exphcit knowledge of those structures"
(33:3) He is especially mtere^ed in Ae underst^idm^ tiie actors themselves
are denied—the role of "misrecognition" or misre^nesentation of the meaning
of actions in enabling domination to occur

In what has been described thus far, and more evident in his brilliant and
detailed ethnography of Kabyle society, Bourdieu's affinities with Marx
rather than Weber are clear If Geertz can be faulted for seeming to view
"culture" as overly unified and timeless and for passing too h^ t ly over
questions about the social, economic, histoncal determinations of culture and
Its role in power relations, Bourdieu must be confronted with ambiguities
inherent in the Marxian concept of ideology as a mystifying tool of power
Implicit m this concept is a belief m the possibility of stei^ing outside the
structures to know the "truths" that ideology masks (for example, the mis-
recognized strategies of dommation), and an assumption that at bottom, as
Bourdieu suggests in his analysis of "symbolic capital," these truths are
economic (e g 33 183)

As anthropologists have pursued analyses of sociocultural life made possi-
ble by tiieir initial insights, some of the limitations of both Geertz's and
Bourdieu's theoretical aj^roaches are becoming more apparent One type of
phenomenon that resists analysis in terms either of a theory of culture or a
theory of ideology is ttie coexistence of contiadictoTy discourses, especially
when one seems to subvert the (^er I found this not m a place like colomal
Morocco but withm a relfUively homogenous group where the contradictory
discourses were linked to different groups defmed by gender or age and even
characterized the same mdividual spe^ng m different contexts (4) Second,
hk& most antiux^xHogists, both Geectz and Bourdieu have been unable to find
satisfactory ways of deaUng with histc»icd transf<»ination Other issues with
which they gr^ple—such as how to medif^ the dualities of ideal versus
matenal, subjective versus (^jeceve, re^esratations versus practices, knowl-
edge versus power—are far from resolved

those whose work adthcsses itself to dilemmas posed by these
is Michel Foucault, whose notu»is of discourses and discursive

formations, always hist(mcally sitiurted, always tied to and produced by
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power (whether from the center ox the m^gins), f^ovides us with a pro-
vocative and uiteiesnzig way of &]^£sig aboitf lssi^s of social actors and their
ldeas (See 86 for a entitle of the notice of ldeok^y, 84 for an early

of dî KHiTK, ^KI 85, 86 (»I power smd discotu'se ) Al&ough
are cmly bc^imu^ to explcne theoretical pi^ways Foucault

opens up, tfus IS a direction that ccnild (as Onentahsm demonstnttes) be
ftuitful F m ^ y , (me n^st a ^ what fto ciHiseqaenccs, if not deteamin^ons,
are of social tbeonzii^ tluu c^K^trittes on the utiemal dynamics of cultiires
treated as ^ustorKal social wholes (tetached from &eir g l^a l contexts—
dietmzing that does not seriously question the global !uid histoncal ccmditions
of Its own

Fieldwork and Ethm>grapktc Writing

^lstemological <x)iKxms like those rai^d by Geertz and Bouniieu have come
to the ioK in thewiziag within anttu>(̂ mk)gy over the past decade Some
assocjjite d»s scn^uiy with a despair over the &agmen£ttK»i of anthn^Iogy
as a (^cij^ine CM^s associate it wt& an eriularaticm born of Hba dismtegra-
\iGR of positivi^K parad^ns (47,127) Thr« 9i)tiarc^)^ogi5ts WIK) w<^e<l in
Morocco in the late 1960$ and early 1970s—R^inow, Crapanzano, and K
Dwyer—have be«) central figure m tins discussicm, which involves a
questioning botii of the fieldwork encwinter and of the relationship between
tiie encok^ter sotd the ^i^uction of ^ U K ^ ^ h i c texts

All thf^ are com^med ab(»^ tiie teitdcaiey to ignore ^ process by which
knowledge about the Other (as they refer to their objects of study) is gained,
hence the disengagement of the activity of fieldwotk frcHn its resuk m the
writes text In h s eaiiy work (wc^ ^ t he n u ^ t now renounce), Rabinow
(156), like Geertz, argu^ that ^i3a^^>Ql{^ was ^ interpretive enterprise
and ^t^ided thu hf^n^n^ticai af^oach to die actual $iU)ati(»i of fteldwork
Wi& BouEdieu, hov^ver, he asserted thi^ andin^ogical "facts" weFe a
hytvul product <^ the encounter bet«%en the anthropologist and the persons
being ssu^seA, sad must not be conft^ed with &ie lived expenew^e of ^
latter In tiie process of bemg questitmed by the antlux^lc^st, "the in-
formant must first leam to exphcate his own culture to begin to objectify
his own life-wctfld" (p 152) Both are active in clevel(^ing "a system of
^a r» i symbols" (p 153) In other wcwds., Rabinow saw fieldwoik primanly
as a (halting and imperfect) process of communication and the creation of
mter-subj«;tive meaning

His essay is a mix of theoretical reflecticm and bnef ^counts of his
attempts to coimnunic£Ue ^ld develop relationships widi a number of m-
fcHUfflnte who were, as he fmts it, his guicles to vanous zones of Moroccan
culture by virtue of their own diffenng social locations withm Moroccan
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society (156 156) He OTders the informants by tiieir increasing "otherness,"
proceeding from the French-speaking hc*d owner to the orthodox paragon of
a saintly lineage This progression serves as the nanative drama of the book
whose climax is his final confrontation with utter "otherness," a confrontation
that makes him decide it is time to go home, hardly a year after he has begun
fieldwork

Crapanzano and Dwyer, too, are disturbed by the anUiropological conven-
tions of transmuting negotiated realities to objective ones attnbuted to the
Other (53 x), but their accounts take more senously than Rabinow's the
consequent need to reveal the nature of actual encounters Where Rabinow
confesses that he sometimes collapsed" individuals to make composites,
Crapanzano (53) and Dwyer (64) structure their books in an expenmental
fashion around their relationship with a single individual, interspersing m-
ten'iew matenal with commentar>' and theoretical reflection

Crapanzano's book is a complex, evocative and highly self-conscious
reflection, often within a psychoanalytic idiom, on what transpired within the
space of his encounter (p xiii) with Tuhami. an unusual and troubled Moroc-
can tile-maker mamed to Aisha Qandisha. a she-demon As Tuhami's
mteriocutor he "became an active participant m his life histor>'" (p 11).
eventually succumbing to the temptation to take on the role of therapist
Crapanzano recognizes in this transformation of their relationship the
reproduction of the familiar power dynamics of the colonial relationship, just
as he recognizes in his role as wnter and interpreter of the encounter a
privileged position of final authority Yet his central concern remains the
dynamics of the interpersonal relationship

Dwyer's more dedicated effort to expose what is hidden in what he calls the
contemplative stance of anihropolog>' adds a twist to Bourdieu's argument
about the projection of the expenence of the outsider onto the workings of the
social worlds being studied Dwyer reminds us that anthropologists do not
really stand outside the societies they study, they stand in a definite histoncal
and social relation to those societies They come from dominant societies and
they intrude just as colonials did before them (64 274) The Self and Other are
not isolated from each other, nor is their encounter isolated from the world-
histoncal conditions that shape it (64 270)

His book attempts to reformulate anthropology's project in line with a
desire to let 'the Other's voice be heard addressing and challenging
the self (64xY») Like Crapanzano, he focuses on the human encounter
between anthropologist and informant, in bis case one Moroccan villager with
whom he tape-recorded a senes of interviews (what he calls dialogues) about
a number of events (broadly defined) over the course of one summer Unlike
Crapanzano. he chooses actually to reproduce the 'dialogues" he had with this
man, including all the questions the Moroccan was responding to He pre-
ser\^es the sequence to make clear both his own role in the interactions and the
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incomplete, contingent, and always changing quality of the exchanges out of
which anthropologists develc^ their knowled^ of other societies

Laudable ui these worics is the attempt to expose the complex character of
the stuff out of which anthropological "facts" are made by showing the
peculianties and lncomf^teness of the pereonal encounters out of which
knowledge conies By exposing their own contnbuuons to the encounters.
Dwyer and Cr^anzano also make themselves vulnerable m ways unusual for
social scientists, a goal Ehvyer explicitly emt^aced Crapanz£Hio tells us that
in addition to feeling an^ivalence about the encounter with Tuhami and to
stnictunng and limiting it. he furMJamentaily betrayed the relationship by
sucklenly ^aiuk)nmg Tuhami (which would have been an unpard<Miable mode
of termination for a therapist) Dwyer allows us to see the intrusive nature of
his questions and the way in which the dialogues were initiated by him and
cK^casionally annoyed his informant

Yet It IS as if this pra^onal self-exposure obviates the need for critical
analysis of the self in the encounter, and thus some of the most important
questions—about the politics of the anthropological encounter—are side-
stepped Ironically, tlwse theorists who deplore the false distance of objectiv-
ity nsk settmg up the divule between self and othev as more fundaniental,
fixed, and absolute In all diree works, one senses a distance at the core of the
encounter This is conveyed by the very abstractness of the designation
"Other." by the revelation of a lack of mutuality in the relationships them-
selves, or by the refusal to fill m the context in such a way as to make an
informant's cwnments seem sensible and ordinary' Crapanzano wntes about a
man who is a senously maladjusted, unusually isolated, and miserable person
m his own society AlthtHigh his life histoiy bnngs certain cultural issues into
relief, it may also inadvertently highhght the ' otheme^" of Moroccwis
Dwyer's villager is more ordinar>% but we know him only as the sometimes
impatient answerer of Dwyer's qu^tions In labelling as a dialogue wh^ is
actually a senes of questions and answers. Dwyer implicitly denies the
possibilities^ of a real conversation In smj^ng his villager of the context of
his community. Dwyer makes it seem as if the two of Uiem stand opposite
each other as Westeni-style lsolatai individuals m a social void

Rather than fetishizing the impossibility of empathy through this reification
of the Self/Other distincnon. one is tempted to go beyond this cntique of the
positivisnc assun^ptioHS and conveittions of anthropology by asking, too, how
the Western self m i ^ be shored up and given an identity by such op-
positions To recognize that the self may nm be so unitary and that the other
might actually consist of many others who may not be so odier" after all is to
raise the theoretically interesting problem of how to build m ways of accept-
ing or descnbing differences without denying similanties or turning these
vanous differences mto a single, frozen Difference [a point Appadurai (19)
also makes about the anthropological construction of 'natives"]
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Geopolitics IS one of the most crucial factors both dividing and umting
Westem anthropologists and Ae peof^e they study All tfiree of rtie reflexive
anthropologists whose language fn* self and <^er t^ds toward the existential
or literary also remark that they are histoncal and social selves But, like
Geertz and Bourdieu, they hardly elaborate For example, Dwyer, like Rabi-
now. refers to the colonial situation and to the French in setting the terms of
his encounter with a Moroccan, neither refers much to the contemporary
relations between Morocco (as mi Arab country) and the United States, or
considers how their relationships, as Americans, with Moroccans might have
been colored (on both sides) by tfie polMizaUon made vivid by tiie June 1%7
war or the general inequality between the two societies There are other
aspects of these anthropologists' selves that could have received more atten-
tion gender, ethnicity, and disciplinary constraint [although Crapanzano (52)
does talk about some of the ways this discifdinary anthropological self affects
the process of wntmg ethnography] All are elements tiiat make up their
selves and interact in perhaps conflicting ways with aspects of "others" they
encounter

THE POLITICS OF PLACE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL
THEORY

If It can no longer be said that there are no theonsts in Middle East anthropol-
ogy whose work is read outside die field, even if this thecmzing is limited to a
certain set of questions and slanted away from history and global politics, it is
still true that most theorizing in the anUiropology of the Arab world concerns
more localized problems The second half of this review covers an-
thropological woric specifically devoted to makmg sense of the Arab world
Because of the reliance on rtie "direct expenence"' of fieldwcffk (however
problematized by the reflexive anthropologists), anthropological work may
seem less citationary than Onentalism, less liable to conjure up a "real place"
out of textual references I want to argue, however, that anthropological
wnting sh^Ks a Middle East of its own, fashioned out of conventions,
standards of relevance, imaginative and pohtical concerns, and zones of
prestige

I take as a starting point Appadurai's (18) argument, made in response to
Ortner's (151) major review of anthropological theory He asks about the
relationship between scholarship (in this case anthropological theonzmg) and
place (which he calls the "purloined letter of anthropology") His thesis is that
"what anthropologists tind, in this or that place, far from being independent
data for the construction and verification of tfie<My, is in fact a very com-
plicated compound of local realities and the ctmtingencies of metropoluan
theory" (18 360) One could cjdl this the politics of place m
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theonzing, and it is with the politics of theonzing about the Arab world that I
am especially concerned I concentrate on Anglo-Amencan w(»k SepfU'ate
tremment is required f-w the political issues raised by the subjects and silences
of either the French corinis or the Israeli or Israel-based anthropological work
on Arabs (see 22, 74. 117, 142)

T ^ anthropology of llie Oient is a special bloid that cannot be reduced to
Onemabsm or understood wi^K»it reference to die context of genersd an-
thn^xdogtaU f^eferences, wh<»e ln^Hint c ^ be seen clearly in its contours
As >^)^hH^i m>tes, thNe are {sestige zoti^ of sffithropological ^Konzing,
mostly detennised by an^opology's tendency (until recently) to C(niceiitrate
on "the small, ttie simple, the elementary, the face-to-face" other aid to avoid
the comf^x, ktenue, ^ d h^tonc^ly deq) (18.357) These teiKlencies are
rê HXxkiced m Mic^e East anthropology m a number of ways, one of the most
obvious of which is through gec^raj[^y

Geo^s^^ically, the prestige zcHies are Morocco aid now North Yemen
These two comsnes have nKM« m commtm xi^ea scenic nK»intams and gov-
emn^E^ friendly to Amencan viators and researchers Exotic, colorful, on
the p»^^enes of the Arab world (G^ettz c^ls MOTOCCO a "wild west sort of
place"), they sse ideal sites for anthropok^ts^ At least they are as ideal as

c<»ild be m a regitm as HHsen^ly deficient in myth and "pf^an"
ai»i as afauislant m clt^mg sid histonca! complexity as t l^ Middle

East. These two couiUnes ahio ^lare the virtues of being away fix)m the
centnU war zones sid the political minefield of ^ conflict over F^destine

This IS not to say that antto'C^iogists do aot study oAer places m the Arab
world But as a rule, said especially li^^y, penphenes ^em jM^fwable to
c<»^s aiKt ^^isely p c ^ l a t ^ ^^erts SB6 moentains seem prefer^e to (tense-
ly pc^lated and well-watered regKHis t ^ are centers of power One can see
tlw foci of w(Hk in Mid(Se E^t a i^Hf^x^y m part as the result of riie
interaction of the particularities of ^ MnkUe East situation with the g^eral
rom^iQcism of uiiJB:<^ology and its uneasy sense that since most of its
analytical tools were honed m sim{^e ^xaeties they are unwieldy if not useless
m difSraent srats of coi^xts Gilsei^ 's wry observatK»i tiiat the dilemma he
faced begmnmg fieldwmk m Cairo m ^ 19^)s was whether "there was a
space snuUl enough for my antim^ological fieldwork" (99) is telling

^padurai 's most in^^titil remaii: is that especially in its studies of
c(»nplex civitiza^Mis sas&aopology fends to devek^ 'tiwOTetical metonyms"
<H- "^^keefHBg concepts concepts, diat is. that seem to limit an-
thropological dieonzir^ abcHit the place m question, and that define the
quintessential and dominant questions of interest in the region'' (18 357) As
sometme W4K) wfHks on India, he is particularly disturbed by the pre-
dominaftce of tiieonzmg about caste as riie "siHixjgate" for Indian society f 18,
19)
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Is the same true of the Middle Easf 1 think so It seems to me that there are
three central zones of theonzing within Middle East anthropology segmenta-
tion, the harem, and Islam To switch metaphors, these are the dominant
"theoretical metonyms" by means of which this vast and complex area is
grasped I examine below how most anthropological theorizing about the
Arab world is onented to these limited topics, which resonate with (but cannot
be reduced to) Orientalist themes Had this review not been restncted to
studies of the Arab Middle East, the themes might have been different,
anthropological work m Iran and Turkey has been more agrarian- and urban-
centered and more concerned with stratification, although its own zones might
include 'despotism "

How does It come to be that theonzing appears more or less restncted to
these zones ̂  Although the answers are various (see below), some general
points can be made The first is that paradigms popular withm a discipline or a
branch of a discipline always perpetuate discourse in certain veins The
second is that the exigencies of academic politics and careers must also play a
part in restricting zones of theorizing m any field Rabmow's (157) reminder
about the importance of academic pohtics in the production of texts is a
crucial and underexplored point No doubt the standards (albeit changing and
disputed) of anthropological competence against which work is judged con-
tnbute to shaping what is produced All of us work in national intellectual
milieus that shape how and what we work on Also, unless one speaks to
issues that concern others in the field, one is likely to be ignored and one's
work to float ghost-like, seen but unseen, popping up suddenly in a lone
reference only to disappear again Finally, it cannot be denied that one way to
make a name for oneself is to say something new about an old debate,
preferably in argument with a famous elder, dead or alive But these are only
the most general and superficial of the determinations of these zones In what
follows I explore others

Homo Segmentariiis

Perhaps the most prestigious and enduring zone of anthropological theonzing
about the Arab world is what is known as segmentation. segmentar>' lineage
theory, or tribalism The literature is vast, the genealogy long Isome begin
with Robertson Smith (159) in 1885]. the pedigree impeccable [a mostly
Bntish line with Evans-Pritchard (75. 76) prominent], and tiie theoretical
distinctions fine Tnbal sociopolitical organization or ideology has indeed
been a field where some of the best minds in Middle East anUiropology were
exercised, whether in working out the meaning and significance of segmenta-
tion or, more recently, in denying it Before considering why this issue takes
up an inordinate amount of anthropological space, 1 outline bnefly tiie points
of debate within this arena of social theonzing
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Among anthropologists who see segmentation as something central to
understanding Middle Eastern society, the main cleavage is between those
who Ke it as a description of the sociopolitical organization of tnbal groups
and those who see it as an ideology, vanously defined and attributed Most
early worics fall into the ftmner category- (48, 94. 101) The kinds of ln-
^itutKHis ex^mned in ti»s structural-functional i^fwoach are those thought to
bind and divide men—the I^wi, resource, and p^ntnony that unite and the

feuds that divide, as well as the nKdK^ors (m North Afhca the saintly
bneages) who prevent total violence The central problem for these theonsts is
how social order is n^ntaised in acep^ialous societies like the tnbal societies
of the Middle East TTie answer has to do with the segmentar\' lineage which
balaices oppo^d groups at varying levels of sociopolitical organization The
result, according to the conventional wisdom, is a system of "ordered an-
archy '•

The trend in recent ethnography has been to see segmentation, the segment-
ing genealogy, or the p a ^ i g m of patrihneal kinship as ideological, descnb-
mg not what groups do or do not do 'on the ground" but how they think or talk
about themselves and what they do A number of these theonsts seek to
demonslrate what other fwces impinge on tntesmen to determine their social
and politick behavitH* Bdinke. for example, posits ecology as the basic
' ccHistraint and incentive*' in Cyrenaican Beitouin chmce. interacting with the
morally cluirged conceptual kin^ip system (30 185) Peters {153. 154), also
dealmg with Cyreaaican Begums, argued strongly that the system might be
an ideology, a set of beliefs that tiie "natives" had about how their system
worked, tfiat bare little relation to sociological reality or what actually hap-
pened at times of conflict He argued for a material determination of social
groupings based again on some sort of economic/ecological concerns
Lancaster (114 35. 151) is concerned with how, mnong the Rwala Bedouins.
genealogy is a manipulabie means of explaining riie present and generatmg
the future He sees most actions as pragmatically motivated economic and
political efforts to balance assets and options These are. however, "lnvan-
ably couched in segmentary, genealogicaJ terms "

RfUher than just descnbe the ideology of segmentation or descnbe how it
works, Meeker also tnes to explain why it developed histoncally 'The
quesUon is not whether Near Eastern trd>al pec^le actually adhere to genea-
logical fffiociples in their pohtical behavior,'' he wntes. 'but why they should
have conceived of such a bizarrely fom^l paradigm of political relationships
with such disturbing implications" (130 14) For him 'the politically segment-
ing genealogy is a form of political language"' suggesting 'a play of
relationships around a problem of political violence'" (130 15) Finding seg-
mentary politics relatively absent m the tnbes of North Arabia, he argues that
It must be understood as a peculiar adaptation to the circumstances of a
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pastoral nomadic tradition and a pohtics tempered by tbe interests ansing
^ m sedentary agnculture (as in North Africa and Yemra) The cexoxai and
more pervasive Near Eastern problem is tite ttseat of violence posed by the
possession of aggressive lnstnun^ts (mounts ^ld weapcms), a fucMem

Meeker regards as the implicit subject of the Rwala poetry he analyzes

Caton (37-41) is also concerned with segmentation as a form of political
rhetonc in tnbal societies and expires die iinphcattons of the notion that
"political rtietonc is a communicative act of persuasion which is made in
response to conflict in the segmentary social order" (37 405) He is e^)ecially
concerned with how conflict is mediated in such tnbal societies, where order
seems so fragile because central auth<Hity, by defimuon, ts not only lackmg
but actively resisted as antithetical to tnbe$men*s ultimate values of
voluntanstic action and political autonomy (40) This leads him to a nch
understanding of the role of tnbal poetry as political rhetonc essential to
dispute and its mediation (41)

This IS only a partial list of theoreUcal elaborauons on segmentation as
ideology It does not include, for example, either the interesting and much
more histoncally grounded recent discussions of political discourse in a tnbal
idiom m the context of modem states like Jordan (118, 119) and Libya (56,
57) or the radically structural mterpretation to be presented below In addi-
tion, the structural-functional version of segmentary theory has elicited one
other type of response rejection This position is represented most clearly by
Rosen (166. 167) and H Geertz (93). whose reaction against the vision of
Moroccan society as segmentar>' corresponds to a theoretical rejection of Uie
premises and emphases of the social structural approach in anthropological
theonzmg in favor of a cultural or interpretive approach

Arguing that "the literature on kinship and family relationships in North
Afnca and the Middle East has been unnecessanly burdened with a model of
opposmg descent groups whose internal segments are structured genealogical-
ly," Hildred Geertz hopes to show that this model is inadequate Even if
Moroccans occasionally use segmentation as an ldiom. "their more fun-
damental concepts of lntergroup and interpersonal relationships are really
quite otherwise" (93 377) Rosen has developed most fully tins notion of
fundamental concepts of social attachment In the Moroccan case he proposed
ongm, locality, and relatedness as "the fundamental bases to which in-
dividuals can look for possible relationships as they set about constructing a
network of personal ties"' (166 101)

Both Combs-SchiUing (49, 50) and Dresch 160, and in a way even
Joseph & Joseph (108)], for different reasons have argued that this debate
between the segmentary and dyadic models of Moroccan social relations
presents a false dichotomy Combs-Schilling, somewhat like Salzman (170),
argues that both are idioms available to Moroccans in different contexts
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Dresch, m a mwe theoretical vein, argils that botii part^e of a falsely
mechanical type of social analysis with a misplaced focus on the interactions
of solid bodies, either cMpwate groups or indivichials, rather tiiwi on structur-
al fHinciples To underhand what he {̂ ĉ Msses as an alternative that both
remuns tiue to ^ imer|Ketive ]nt>^t of dehneanng die K t̂OTs' assumptions
and reH:ues segmentary the»r>', we must take up his attack <m GeJlner, who

much of die recent discussKm of Nfiddle East segmentation

Dresch's att£K:k oa GeHn«', 1 shall nKntitm one otiier sort
of argument, besides tbe m ^ p ^ v i s t s ' . levei«] agamst a Gellnenan view of
the total fit b^ween %gmentary theory and segmentary society HamnK)itdi
(100)—who, unhke Drcsch, accepts Gcliner's claim to be Evans-Pntehsffd s
heir—denies ^ vi^dtty of his extr^ne s^memary n»>del He shows, mostly
through hisCfflic^ evidence^ that (te veiy tnbes C^llner studied m Morocco do
not confiMm to the ii»xiel and that ihe segmentery genealogical pnnciple
provides the basis for hierarchy as well as the provwbial equality of tnbes-
men. Hasunoudi argues that G e l b ^ has imposed his simple theory on a

i, "Imi^iag aside all tastory" (including 50 years of colonial
Hiis is easy to do, he aMs, in simattons where tibe people in

the society being studied ttiemselves hold this Kteology But for Hammoudi it
IS clear that nei&er til»e tribesmen s ideology nor die corresponding an-
thropologies dieoty (tescnbes M<»:occw resdit^s

Dresch (60), w ^ di^nites Gellner's claim to Evans-Pntchard's legacy,
argues that what actually tsq>pens in any p^ticul^u* mstance is not relevant to
the validity of segmentary theory He reuses dieOTists of having misread
Evans-Pntcfasffd's stiiic^falist me&s^ and rendered it a structural-
functionalist dietny of ccfporate groups Actu^ly, he maintains, it is a theor>'
of segmentation <»" balanced oppositum as a ^rucdiral pnnciple, this principle
has the same sCHt of extenonty Louis I^mont (62) atoibutes to the pnnciple
of hic^rarchy (based on the cq^sition between pure and tmpui^) m Indian
(caste) society "Hie actOT is consdtiAed," I^esch argues, "m accord witii the
same structtiral pmicq)le as die categonw wrfi which he worics and the forms
of action availaUe to him"' (60 319) For Dresch (like EXimont), calling
seginentatKm (like hierarchy) an idec^gy downgrades it and ctemes the
intimacy of the rdatiwi of action to tfie notion of segmentation (60 318-19)

In DrKch's work, segn^mar} thasry tiius re^hes its nuKt developed form,
and Middk East^n tnbal n ^ tecomes homo segmentarius l^ere are two
[mi^lems widi ttes In rec^itulating through the medium of Middle East
segmentary tlKory the movem^it wilhin Bntish social anthropology to claim
EvaiK-Pntchftrd as a hcwne-grown ^ec i^ s^ of striK^ralism, Ch^sch stops
dffi(Heucal tims in tiie esffly 1970s StiiK^u^ism has in the past decade and a
half been sub^cted to a range of quite senous cntiques, the most treirchant of
which have emerged in France Even if he pffefers not to consider the more
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philosophical poststnicturahst arguments of Foucault or Demda, E>resch must
at least take into account Bourdieu's cntiques of the idealism of structuralism
Specifically relevant are Bourdieu's analysis of the relationship between
official representations and practical strategies and even a similar concern in
Eickelman with implicit and explicit practical notions (70) and "the pohtical
economy of meaning" (68)

Second, one must ask about segmentation the same question Appadurai
(17-19) has asked about caste (and particularly the Dumontian structuralist
version of caste) Why privilege this aspect of society and say it accounts for
the whole' To be fair, Dresch says segmentation is not the only pnnciple at
work in tnbal society But he mentions no other On rtie contrary, he remarks
(60 313) that 'segmentation in the Yemeni case has an oddly inclusive power
What IS put into the system emerges looking like tnbalism " I find more
stnking the oddly inclusive power of theones of segmentation in the an-
thropology of the Arab world

In general, the question that must be raised is Why has there been so much
theonzing about segmentation'' Even if one grants that some agncultural
societies in the Arab Middle East are tnbaL and that therefore the analytical
issues are relevant to understanding more than the approximately 1% of the
Middle Eastern population who are pastoral nomads or transhumants, the ratio
of anthropologists, articles, and books to population remains staggenng If in
defense anthropologists want to argue that segmentary opposition is a wide-
spread principle of Arab social life. ±ey will have to show its relevance in
nontnbal contexts Such studies have not been done

That anthropologists are beginning to sense this excess seems apparent
from the justificatory statements that now regularly preface discussions of
segmentation For example. Meeker wntes

There are now many Near Eastern anthropologists who believe ihat the entire question of
political segmentation and tnbal genealogies should be set aside as an exhausted area of
research So long as segmentar>' theorj' is conceived as a problem of descnbing pohtical
alliances, they are no doubt correct Yet the segmentaiy theonsts in general, and Evans-
Pntchard m panicular. have touched upon a distinctive feature of Near Eastem tnbal
societies (130 14)

"Segmentar>' lineage theory." Ehesch reiterates, " has had its day in
studies of Middle Eastem tnbalism Nothing satisfactory has replaced it
[Ajlthough lineage theory is best discarded, the simpler idea of segmentation
which underlay it is less easily dispensed widi and remains useful" (60 9)
These statements could be read as symptomatic of the increasingly defensive
tenacity with which Middle East anthropologists are clinging to this theoreti-
cal metonym

Certainly no one—not even the interpretivists—would deny that tnbalism
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or segmentaticm has some reievance for understanding some Middle Eastern
societies But I tiiiiUc we need to stand back from the internal debates about
segmentation U) ask why it has dominated anthropological discourse on the
Middle East Some of the voiunK of rfiis work can be dismissed as an artifact
of the previously noted withropological fswrhvity for woricing in "simple"
societies in remote places In the Arab world. Yemen and Morocco are such
places, and tnbal groups, especially pastoral iK»nads. constitute such "sim-
ple" societies Some of it can be attnl»K^ to the emjAasis in social anthropol-
ogy on social and political t^anizatton and tht concern with formal systems
of classificaticHi Yet, other Middle Eastan iH"obiems that were both appropn-
ate to social antiiropological ^etsizmg and »%nas of tremendous concern lu
the 1950s and 1960s (notably patnlateral parallel cousin mamage). have
practically faded trcrni attemwMi in the last decade (but for reviews see
456-58, 145-148.70-176-78.107.121) The concern with segmentauon has
been central to pc^itioal e«ithro|x>logy since the 1940s, and there is little doubt
that political anthropological psa-adigms can be related m a vanety of ways to
bodi concerns of colonial adimnistrsuiofi ^ui liberal paradigms m social
science Segmentation may seem to be the only issue in the anthropology of
the Arab world that r e l ^ s to a classical aatiiropological debate actually
transcending the region, as I^esch so masterfully points out m a later article
(61) But any imsw«r to the question of why segmentar\- theory is a prestige
zone in the imttff(^log\' of the Arab wcffld m the 1970s and 1980s must also
consider the tiiemes or referents of segmentar>^ theor\' men. politics, and
violence

I have argued elsewhere that rtie pnmacy of ^ e theme of segmentary
lineages in die literature on Arab tnbal societes is due in p ^ to the association
of men with politics m modem Western societies Without denying the
existence of segaienta^' ccmcems in Middle Eastern societies. I suggested that
'a felicU(Nis correspondence between tiie views of Arab tnbesmen and those

of Eur(^)effli men has led each to reinforce piuticul^ interests of the other Mid
to slight (Aher aspects of experience and coiKem" (4 30)

One tmport£uit clue to the fact th^ this is a masculine discourse is the way a
vanet>' of thinkers link the concept of honor to segmentar\' politics The
literature on honor is substantial, for both the Middle East and the northern
shore of the Mediterranean, it ctmld easily have formed a separate section of
this review (see also 96. 102. 103) But it can be subsumed, at least for the
anttojpoiogy of the Arab world, under the headmg of segmentation because
one thing remains constant in the discussions (2. 33, 36-38. 60. 107. 128-
130) the interpretation of honor as an attnbute or ideal exclusively of men
Women either are not considered at all or are viewed as that which men must
protect or defend to maintain their own honor

Adra (U) and I (4) have both questioned this association of men with
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honor I explore, for the Awlad 'Ali Bedomiis, how hcmor is the moral ideal
of both men and women and argue that n»>de^, usually interiweted negative-
ly as shame, is rather the form diat honor t^es for the weak or socially
dependent In making this argument sAxmt the dialectical relationship between
honor and modesty m the Bedouin moral system, I show that botii men and
women are included within a single sociai system and that any social analysis
must therefore be able to account for both men and women and for their
relationships One implication of my analysis is that conventional definitions
of politics, as the system of relations among men about external affairs, are
too narrow The pohtics of personal life and the system of domination in the
"domestic" domain of the family and lineage intersect with the segmentary
politics of tnbal life, they are part of pohtics

The second point is that segmentation theory is a discourse on political
violence (182) This violence is implicit in works that posit sociai order as the
central problematic, it is explicitly discussed in all those works on tnbal life
that take up the subjects of raids, feuds, and disputes It could even be argued
that a concern with politics and masculine honor is always to some degree a
concern with potential or actual conflict and hence violence There is scat-
tered evidence, however, that the emphasis on politics (narrowly defined) or
the threat of violence may be less pronounced in the societies than in the
relevant studies of them Gilsenan (97) shows how Lebanese villagers circum-
vent in their sociai action the seemingly ngid rules of violence associated with
a concern about honor My own work (4) in a tnbal community uncovers the
coexistence of a highly valued discourse of vulnerability and attachment
counterposed to the official discourse of honor Eickelman's (67) emphasis on
"closeness"' as a fundamental concept of relatedness among Moroccan tnbes-
men suggests affiliative rather than agonistic concerns

More interesting to reflect on is the meaning to anthropologists of this
political violence said to lie at the heart of segmentarj' societies It seems to
have two sides, and anthropologists a corresponding ambivalence toward it
On the one hand, in many cultures, including several Western ones, agonistic
encounters are emblems of vinlity A certain admiration tinges descnptions of
the fierce independence attnbuted to those in segmentary societies, including
Middle Eastern tnbesmen These are real men, free from the emasculating
authonty of the state and polite society Furthermore, for many wnters, these
tribesmen represent romantic political ideals of freedom from authonty and
loyalty to democracy But as Rosaldo (163 96-97) has argued in an mtngumg
rumination on the rhetonc of Evans-Pntchard's celebrated study of the Nuer,
the anthropologist's grudging admiration of the Nuer's indomitability coin-
cides with his own anthropological project of interrogating and observing
within the context of the Bntish colonial political project in the Sudan
Rosaldo suggests that a fascination with the freedom of pastoral nomads is in
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part a ihetcHical assertion of anthrc^logists' fr^dom from the projects of
domu^titm in whidi they participate, directly or indirectly

The other side of pohtical violence is its danger Modem liberals find
prolirfematic the nghts of individuals en* local groups to bear aims or engage in
self-help politics That those who live widiout government are barbanc is
d i o i ^ t to be a.ppai&3t fnnn the riding »id feudmg that, according to
segmentary tfiewy, are centnd and endemic activates in tnbal societies Do
such societies r e^seo t to us the n ^ ^ ^ % of never-ending violeirce and
ccmntervK^ence growing from tiie ^joa^ic prarciple of segmentation'^

In conq>ani^ tlK O^mahMs' desaripQ^s <^ Middle Eastern despcrtic rule
^id the fimctiMi^ a^ircqxjh^ste d ^ c n f ^ ^ of A£ncsm tnbal rule, Asad
(21) has shown tbax intages of the pc^tics of oth^ societies are linked in
coRipkx ways to polrticjd relations between the soci^es bemg ^udied and
those doing tbe stedymg He has also ^owa ihe lnî poftance of c(Hisidenng
the political lnt^^ts (^ ^ obssvra^' s e c i ^ ^ at ptoticular tu^(Hical mo-
ments Although oae mu^ be extrei^y cardiil to d i ^ n ^ s h po[Hilar £uid
scholarly discmirses an t r ^ ^ s m , the cun^mt abuses of segmentaiy tb^)ry for
the pui}X)$es of ptditKal i ^ y s i s are distyfbmg In Op-Ed pieces m the New-

York Times, wnttCT hy academics, trriisdism has served as an explan^on for
Middle East "tem»Km" (e g 27) In a recent bo(^ (155) reviewed gmgerly in
th^u same m:w^>aper, the Arabs* attend fulure to modernize, lnalnlity to
coc^rate, de^x^c nU^s, emi^onality, mendacity, failure to produce tech-
nology or £Bt, and sabc»^i^<m of wsnen xse a^ibmed to tiie tegacy of
tnbalism and the idet^ogy of honor Ii^istence on die essential segmentan-
ness of A i ^ »)Ci^es seons to facilit^e their representation as especially
divisive and violent

A full analysis (^ the discourse on ^gmestation would have to place it
histoncally m tiie context of a changing wiHid pohtical simation Such an
effort, beytffld the scope of this review, would have to include some con-
sidenitK»i of the timmg of interest m Mkidle East segmentation long after its
eclipse in African studies AlthtNJ^ these reflections on m^culinity and
viotence do not cxm^tute a foil answer to ^ qaestion of why segn^ntary
theory is sudi a fsc^^Mat pmt of tihe aodsropok^H:^ discourse on the Middle
East, I h < ^ at least to have suggested how the(Hizing abcHit one Middle
E^tem subject may be cau^t up m and shaped by an extraordmanly complex
confhience of academic, pohtical, and lmagm^tve streams

Harem Theory

In the past decatk or so, dieonzmg about women, gender, and sexuality has
begun to c l ^ l en^ , m bofii t^antity and stgBiink:aoce though ncK in pre^ge,
that on segn»iUat»n. Yet dus zone of UNecmzing lUustt^es die inHiic way that
scholsQ^lup occasMHially ccMresponds to its object If And> society is
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known for its sharp sexual division of labor and its high degree of sexual
segregation related to an extreme distinction between public and pnvate, a
look at the anthropological literature suggests that such patterns are not
confined to the society being studied Nearly all th^ segmentation theonsts are
men. while nearly all those who theonze about women are women The
former work mostly among pastoralists or in semi-agncultural tnbal societies,
most of the latter work in agricultural villages, in towns, and in cities The
former have long genealogies, the latter short ones In the former the theoreti-
cal distinctions are fine, in the latter theoretical debate is muted And if the
segmentation theorists are concerned exclusively with politics, narrowly de-
fined to refer only to the public world of men. the scholars working on women
begin with (but. as I will argue, successfully move out of) the study of the
women's sphere, the harem I use the word provocatively, both to denote the
women's world and women's activities and to connote an older. Orientalist,
imaginative world of Middle Eastern women which. I will argue, shapes
anthropological discourse by providing a negative foil

Like theonzing about segmentation, theonzing about women follows disci-
phnar>' trends, as Nelson (149) points out in an excellent review She situates
anthropological scholarship about Arab women within the larger histoncal
context of major changes in the relationship between Europe and the Third
World (the Middle East in particular!—changes linked to changes in the
paradigms of social science The first two phases she outlines take us from
work done up to the 1950s, m which one saw an awakening'' of interest in
women, to that done up to the late 1960s, in what she calls "the penod of the
empirical gaze "' Dunng this second penod women were increasingly brought
into public view through scholarship on Middle Eastern women that stayed
well within the positivistic paradigm of stnictural-functionalism The litera-
ture centered around issues of the changing status, position, and role of
women

The next two penods are roughly those covered in the present review
Divided by Nelson into the period in the early 1970s of the cntical response''
and that in the mid-1980s of an emergent "indigenous response." they are in
my view more of a piece Nelson wntes of the relationship between theonzing
and the historical situation

The old paradigms did not provide any resonance for the new structure of sentiments that
was emerging—neither in the west where, among other challenges, the feminist re-
awakening was forcing a reexamination of ideas about gender, female sexuality and
women's appropnate social roles, nor in the Middle East where the 1967 defeat was forcing
Arab mtellectuals to re-think the foundations of their own knowledge about themselves and
their society and its relation to the western world (149)

She sees the development dunng this penod of a new anthropological dis-
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course on women mostly by women, many of them from the region, cntical of
standard analytical categones and scKial scientific paradigms [although
Strathem (176> warns against applying the Kuhnian notion of paradigms to
sociai science], cntical of Islamic Arab "patnarchy.'* and cntical of previous
scholarship on wcmien

Nelson argues persuasively that the three most {woductive spheres of
rethinking and research were the defimtion and understanding of power, the
analysis of patnarchy (defined as 'mstitutionahzed forms of nuile dominance
smd female subaxfan^ion"), and women and production Work in these areas
continues to the (Hcsent, but due m part to the politicization of the issue of
wcHnen as "a new wind of cultural decolcmization blows through the Middle
East," a new penod and type of thecmzing Nelson labels "the indigenous
quest"" has begun to take form alongside it Hie qu^tion of indigenizmg
research js one of who participates in the construction of knowledge about
women in the Middle East and who controls the process" (149). a type of
questionu^ related to the epistemologica] concerns explored by the reflexive

Although Nelson's outline of develqjments is compelling, I feel less
ssaigame about &e field with regard to its contributicms to uithropological
theOTy Before goii^ on to detail what I s ^ as harem theory's most significant
contnbutions and to outline the tha>retical and methodological potential of
feminist anthre^logy, I must express some resCTvations Like its Middle
Eastern counto^^rts in some other z<mes of anthropological rtieonzing, the
ai^opology of Middle Eastern women is theoretically underdeveloped rela-
tive to anflir^Kriogy as a whole More disturbing is its theoretical un-
derdevelc^ment relative to feminist anthropology, which itself, for reasons
explored cogently by Strathem (177), has not kept pace with feminist theory
or scholarship in other disciplines

In reflecting on why this might be so. I considered the wider world into
which books enter Why (if my impressKm is correct) do we seem to have a
iai^er than usual number of monographs cm\y minimally concerned with
contnbudng to or engagmg with ^thn^X)togical theory"^ One factor could be
the a{^^rently large and insatiable market for books on Middle Eastern
women "Die maricet has changed over the past two decades, reflecting
chMiges m the acmlemy Women's studies has now come into its own as one
of the most intel]ecuially exciting areas of scholarship and a growth field in
the book industry Yet there is still a sense, with regard to women in the
Middle East, that what people want is a ghmpse into a hidden life, "behind the
veil " Books that offer this unwittingly jrartake in a colonial discourse on
Onental women, a discourse whose element-) are incisively examined in
Alloula"s (12) The Colonial Harem

The irony is that nearly ever\' anthropological study of Arab women is
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with varying degrees of self-consciousBess, to undermine
stereotypes of the Middle Efete^ w<nnan This oj^jositiomd stance is, I think,
a source both of the struigths of the field (to be discussed below) and the
weakness of its theoretical development How many boc^ and articles begin
with the same trope that opened my early article (3) on Bedouin women the
grossly nusleading conceptions of the harem and of the idle or submissive,
veiled Arab women This Aetoncal ploy—conjuring up an imagined or
intended audience of those who hold views that are about to be crarected—
risks degenerating into the sole raison d'6trc for the study The dsuiger is that
the scholar will take the less theoretically ngorous patfi of arguing against a
vague but unchanging stereotype This is no way to sharpen OIK'S tlwughts,
nor IS It a way to develop theoretical sophistication The latter requires
debating each other and building on each other's work, a process that need not
be adversarial

This battle agamst shadow stereotypes has contributed as well to a certain
parochialism vis-&-vis feminist anthropology Here our failure to engage with
theory is especially disappointing because, unlike many other zones of
theonzing that seem to be tied to place, the comparative potential of theoriz-
ing about gender is great Within feminist anthropology there has been a
disaffection with the earlier attempts to universalize and to find analytical
frameworks [like M Z Rosaldo's (160) public/domestic distinction or Ort-
ner's male female culture nature (150). or even the MarxiMi [Hwluction/
reproduction] that could encompass gender relations and women's expenence
in all societies The recognition of the lrreducibihty of histoncal and cultural
specificities has been the starting point of more recent work (161, 186) The
best approach would probably respect and work with the specificities while
being informed by research and theonzing about women in other ethnographic
areas

Despite Its shortcomings (and I have been especially cntical because I am a
part of this enterpnse), work on Arab women, motivated as it has been by this
oppositional stance, has been impressive There is fine work and theoretical
development in at least five areas First, by taking senously women and tfieir
activities, these anthropologists have indeed transformed our understanding of
the harem or women's world From the work of most anthropologists in the
field (but especially 15, 58, 59, 66,123,183). the nch and vaned character of
women's relationships to each otiier, to their children, and to the men with
whom they interact is unmistakable Also apparent from these etimographic

I studies based on fieldworic pnmanly within the world of wonffin is the vaned
si nature of women's activities These range from the predictable ones of
' ^ socializing children and canng for them and for men within the home, to
J activities that take them outside the home, like visiting and politicking about
'\ mamages and the fates of relatives as well as other matters (109), participat-
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ing in religious activities, and engaging tn a range of producuw activities
The tn^p(»t»ice of C(»iimunity and the %nse m which women fc»m part of a
netwoik, wfae^r of km, affines, c»- f^ighbors, have b e ^ tnought out

A seccHid significant, and rdated, contnbutton has been the insistence of
these mithR^xilogists—as well as c^urs (3, 63, 148)—that women are actors
m dteir social worlds This detonking of ^ myth of their passive subordina-
tion IS repeated in nearly every accemnt ttiat present evntence of the ways
wosien stn^gize, mwqidate, gam influence, and resi^ Many have also
shown hew sexual Kgr^ation crepes a space of greater imiepend^ice of
action in everyday life th^i women have m less sex-se^g^ed societies

thtrd ( ^ l a l srea has been die dec<ms{ruction of ihe harem itself
from a focus on the women's worid, most ethnograf^rs have

been 1 ^ to recn^size tiie (^alecte:d rei^osship between the men's and
w<»nen's wxids s^d the m^x^s ib i^ of talking ^out women's lives w i ^ u t
talking aboitf men's The theoretical ln^licaticKis of diis are senous, for if
women are not re^ly part of a ^par^e sf^re , then how can analyses of the
men's domams of politics and economics and religion proceed without refer-
ence to women'*

Hits develc^o^ti in d » r i n ^ about the h^^m md its inh^itants, like the
two eaiiier ones, was factlt^ti^ by and contnbuted to tbeor^cal suspicions
about the cais^ancs by which society had previously been analyzed Nelson's
(148) ^<wnd-i»eakii^ "Public and I^vate Politics" showed how the con-
ve&tK»ial Western cukurfU notums of power diat previously informed our
understandmgs of pohtics blinded us to the ways women participate in
deci&KHt^malsi^ and Uie wc^cings of •«>ctet>' Altorki (14) argued that in
»x:iet»$ fxgmazsd by kmshtp, msan^e sTangem^it is a political matter, ^ d
one in which women have a crucial role Davis (58) bn»ight to light tiie
mteiplay of the fcffmal and mformal, and the p i^ ic ^ d pnv?^ for both
feiBales and nules Hie nx^t imp<»tant coi^bution of this theonzing has
been the way it has reveal^ that analytical categones often conceal Western
cultua^ ncrticms

Tlie b ^ &e<Hizisg has been about ideology and power In her review.
Nelson takes most of this work to be a contnbuti<Hi to the analysis of
"pattfi^d^ " \Wiat interests me about it is the way it jnxfblematizes the notion
of p^iarchy, a^utg a set (tf questions necessitated by the extieme situmion
of Middle Extern wcsnen How do women experiKKe and maintiun sexual
segregation"' How and why do tbey seem to cot^rate in this system that is
P^ently unequal (even if the work discussed above has shown diat it is not as
bad as it kx>ks frwn the oirtsitte)'' How do they contnbute to reproducing the
system, and how do they resist or subvert it''

Such questioss have {iffodaced a body of con^Iex descnptums of ideology
about male-female relations in the Arab world This work makes use of a
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range of interpretive devices and t^es as its object an imaginative array of
discourses and practices, lncludmg cndmary talk and action, folktales (63).
poetry (4, 111), the order of houses (35), sacred, erotic, and legal texts (168),
symbolic elaborations of ntuals such as chtondectomy (31), the zar (32, 147),
folk illness (141), visits to saints' tombs (132) or other ntuals of spmt
possession (51, 122), and most recently, even everyday practices such as
weaving and the milling of grain (135, 152)

Even those cultural studies that do not specifically look at male/female
relations in terms of power suggest that women dissent m vanous ways from
the official or male collective representation of social reality and human
nature For example, Rosen (165) argues that men and women in Sefrou begin
with different assumptions about their own sex and the opposite sex, and
Wikan (183, 184) argues that Sohan women judge each other m terms
different from those in which men judge them, bnnging into question tiie
concept of honor El-Messin (72) shows how traditional urban women in
Cairo have self-images unlike images of them held by those in other
classes

Arguments hke Messick's (135) about the "subordinate discourse" of North
Afncan women's weaving bnng out the importance of looking at power,
however Although he argues that weaving jn precolonial North Afnca em-
bodied a vision of the role of women and their relations to men alternative to
that presented m the legal and sacred texts and the official ideology corre-
sponding to It. he recognizes the subordmate and fragile character of this
alternative ideology The subordination of the weaving discourse is related to
the social and political subordination of the group that practices if lower-class
nonhterate women He goes on, in an histoncal move rare in Middle East
anthropolog>', to show how the discourse dissolved with the progressive
incorporation of domestic weaving into capitalist production

Practices like veiling and seclusion and the moral ideology in which they
participate, specifically the discourse on sexual modesty, have provided the
most fruitful area for theonzing about the relationship between ideology and
power relations Varying weights are given to Islam as an ideological system
providing concepts that influence women's expenence of subordination, an
issue bnlliantly considered by Kandiyoti (112) Using a vanety of arguments,
these studies not only reflect the different situations of women within the Arab
world (whether distinguish^ by class, mode of livelihood, or location in
town or country) but also treat important theoretical differences

D Dwyer's work addresses debates within feminist anthropology about the
universality of sexual systems of mequahty and argues strongly for "the role
of belief in sexual politics" (63 179) She analyzes Moroccan sexual ideolo-
gy , in the images of male and female conveyed pnmanly in folktales, to show
how It differs from Western ideologies, particularly m its developmental
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(men ^ui women change over their lifetimes m opposite directions),
and what implications this has for women's support of a system of sexual
lneqiiaiity Maher (122) uses the Miuxi^ and Freudian l^guage of repses-
sion, c ^ ^ r ^ s , and false consciou^iess to accoimt for the surprising (to her,
given the teasion in mantal relatioii$ht[») abs&ice of antagonism toward men
m three w(»nen's ntuals she wittessed m MCHOCCO

I have questKH^ ^ v^ue of the l^e r sort of argiunent in trying to niake
sense of Ae ap^irently contrsulic^t^ discourses Bedoum women participate
in. the &sc(mrses of modesty &nd of love [X)^ry In analyzing ^ relaticmship
of these diK(»irses I was 1 ^ lo ex̂ <H% die mterpenetration of power and
lcteology I £û gued fcH' the existence of multiple ideo](^es that stnicture
subjective experiences ^ d tlrat individuals use to assert a vanety of claims I
also arg^^ ftH* a di^Hy of ideol<^y ^id power ^at respects, m this case, the
way Awlad 'Ah women can sitjwltaneously reproduce the structures of
domination thnwgh ttieir commitment to morality and resist tfKm through,
among other thmgs, their peltry (4, 6)

The fifth and final area m which harem theonsts have made a contnbution
has teen, as Nel^n (149) suggested, methodological The epistemological
Mid political issues nused by the reflexive theonsts discussed above are very
much alive m riiis zone of theonzing Going beyond the tortured discussions
of the itBipossibihty of knowing the Ottier. however, there has been an attempt
to rnchute the voices of the Other The exigence of collections tiiat have
sought (Hit An* women's voices or attempted to let individual women tell
their stones is si^ficant (25, 79, 80, 133)

More lntrtguing perhaps is how, despite problems, there has been a respect
for and concern widi the messages of both "indigenous" and foreign voices—
a respect gie^er them in any otiKf braich of feminist andiropology Tlie
number of .^nb or Ar^Ameican women scholars who wnte on tihe topic is
high (eg 3-11, 13-15, 43, 44, 71. 72, 109, 110, 131, 132, 133, 158)
Schoteis are ^giiuiii^ to reflet <»i tht meaning of this 'mdigenization*' of
scholar^tp (cf 15) Asdm^ogis t s are mcreasmgly involved in a three-way
CfflivCTsation that lncltKtes Aemselves, the ordinary women they sUidy (gener-
ally nonfesnmi^ ^ d not formally educated), and Arab feminists and scholars
fEl Saadawi (73) andMemissi (131> being the most influential mdie West]
Although oas cwi look enviwisly at the Melmiesianists, who seem to have
such an extraordinary development of gender theor\' (e g 178), one wonders
how this IS related to the muted anticolonial discourse in the region, the
absence of naves ' voices mterruptmg, questioning, challenging, and sub-
verting the anthropological «iterpnse so dependent on the us/tiiem distinc-
tion What IS lost there that remains highly visible in harem theory is the issue
of the p(^t^cal in ĵhcaUtMis of knowledge mid theonzing

Despite these considerable contnbutions. here academic scholarship in the
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case of Middle East aflthn^<^(^ seems to reproduce a strucmre of knowl-
edge I have descnbed for the Awlad 'Ah die asymmeHy of men's and
women's knowledge about each other's worlds (3) Women know more about
the men's world and its activities than the reverse. Although I have seen in it a
source of community (based on secrete) for women, this asymmetry is
ultimately a function of unequal power Feminist scholars have se&a ih^r
work not as an appendage to "mainstream" work but as radically undermining
Its basic assumptions and findmgs in disciplmes from literary cnticism to
biology Feminist theonzing about the social world, inside or outside of the
Middle East, has shown how analysis that takes account of gender alters the
understanding of the social world bemg descnbed and die way social worlds
must be understood Yet in die anthropology of the Arsd} world, even more
than in andiropology m general, the study of n^n (represented most clearly in
the study of segmentation) is still the unmarked set and the anthropology of
women (harem theory) the marked set

Islam

Islam IS the third "theoretical metonym" for the Arab wwld Of a different
order because it botii encompasses the odier two— îts ongms are linked to
tnbalism and die ongm of harems are in turn linked to it—aiul extemis well
beyond the geographic confims of the Arab world and the di«:iphnary
confines of anthropology, it deserves a review essay of lte own However,
despite the complexity of the issues and the proliferation of texts being
produced by the Islamic Studies industry (mosdy outside radier than mside
anthropology, and not unconnected to perc^tions of political urgency), my
own discussion of this zone of theonzmg will be bnef In part this is becfuise
much of the matenal and many of the ISSIKS have been eloquently and
recentiy considered by Asad (24) I only summanze his points, ar;gue with a
few, and discuss some new work Although I conclude by suggesting why
anthropological theonzing about Islam seems both more prEHnismg tfian other
sorts of tlwonzing about Islam and potentially amtnbimve to the gea^al
develofHuent of luithropologic^ th^»y, it must be remembered, finally, that
however sophtstic^ed, the anthropology of Islam cannot be made to stand for
die anthropology of the Arab world Not ju^ because not all Arabs are
Mushms, nor all Muslims Arabs, but becsuise i»)t all practices irnd discourses
in Arab soci^ies refer or relate to an Islamic trad^on

Asad begins by asking what vanous tlxeonsts have taken to be the object of
investigation m the anthropok^y of I^am Three answers have been given
"(1) that in the final analysis tlioe is no sudi dieoretical object as Islam, (2)
that Islcun is the andiropol<^st's label for a heterogeneous collection of items,
each of which tuis been d e s i s t e d Islamic by informants, [and] (3) dutt Islam
IS a distinctive histoncal totality which organizes vanous aspects of social
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hfe" (24 1) Dismissing the first two in a couple of paragraphs, he goes on, in
charact^istic fashion, to do a devastatingly cntical close reading of an
exan^}le of the thiixi type, Gellner's Muslim Society (95) From this exercise
he seeks '*to extract theoretKral prc^lems that must be examined by anyone
wlu) wishes to vm.^ an sratfarc^logy of Islam" (24.3)

HIS main argument agaiost Gellner and others is that there is no such thmg
as an essential Islamic social structure He builds his argument out of a
number c^ pieces, beguming with the point that equ^umg Islam wi^ the
Middle East and (teftning Muslim history as a mirror image of Chnstian
hi^ory IS probleau^c. llien he croiques ^proaches that s^c to accotsit for
diversity by ads^iting ^ Orientalist' polanties of (Hthodox/iKHtorthodox or
Great/Little Tractions m the fonn of a dualism of puntantcal town faitii
versus saint-wcn^uj^ing ccmntryside faith, Uie tatter two correlated with two
types of sociai structure, one urban and centrali^d, the other rural and
segmentaty

Asad points out diat Gellner elaborated diese notions with the help c^
segmentary lineage theory (as descnbed above) and then argued that they
covered most of the Mi^le E^t and nearly all of Muslim histoy He then
cnticizes the foims Gellser uses to rq»esent the social and political structures
of classic Muslim society <k'fflniUic narratives that mistake tnbes for sociai
actors He finally ^ows the m^kquacy of the ways these rtieonsts analyze
bodi society and rdigion (24 2-14) As an alt^native he ^gues tfcrat the object
of study must be r^c^mzed to be a "discursive tradition,'" a ctKicept whose
iiKanmg he goes oa to outline

My qmbl^s with Asad are n(A about ^ese t^sic points but about the way
he sli^ts ^ m c receet wcni:, imist particularly Oils^ian's, which he sees as
exemplifymg the second afi^roach to die anthix^ogy of Islam To fault
Gilsenan ( ^ ) for failing to conw to tenns with the fact that communities of
Muslims believe tiiat other Muslmis' beliefs OT practices are not Islamic may
be fair But to reduce his position to a relattvistic acceptance of the idea that
Islam IS whatever Muslim mfc»iiiants say it is does mK do justice to Gilse-
nan's ccHisid^abte contribution to anthropological theonzing sAmut Islam
Gilsen»i's fi^afiiental respect for the ordinary people through whom he
comes to recognize Islam is lR^xmant in itself, in addition, his hnkmg of
these "drffa^nt and sonwtimes mutually exclusive aj^ehen^ons and prac-
tices of Islam" (98 265) to social fcwces (rangiug from colonialism to the
emergence of new class divisions) is a breakthrough for anthropology Asad
undervalues the <^e^ivity involved in the vanety of domains to which Gilse-
nan turns m his search for Islam—the Leb^iese salon, the colonial city, the
passion play, the miracle of pe^iuts Finally, be does not appreciate Gilse-
nMi's sensitivity to issues of reflexivity aiMl m ^ o d in ethnogr^htc fieldwork
and wntmg, embodied m the personal voice that weaves the thoughts and
observations together m his text
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OUiers not cited in Asad's review are also contributing to the an-
thropological study of Islam in mterestmg ways Munson (145) allows us to
glimpse how the forces Gilsenan outlines have been and are being lived by a
number of individuals in one extended family in Morocco His "oral history of
a Moroccan family" vividly bnngs to light the complex ways that Islam as a
discursive tradition is interpreted and deployed m people's lives in a push and
pull that involves pohtical, rhetorical, and socioeconomic factors Fischer
(82, 83) breaks with anthropological conventions by systematically lo<rfang
across national boundanes to analyze Uie dynamic interactions between
religious and political ideologies and their class bases in the Arab and
non-Arab Muslim Middle East El-Gumdi's (71) woric on modest dress and
the veil among the Egyptian women participating in the new Islamic move-
ments blends exploration of ideology with sociopolitical and economic
analysis to undercut any simple understandings of Islamic militancy as a
"back-to-lslam" problem Antoun fl6) considers the social organization of
a tradition through the Fnday sermons of a single Muslim preacher in
Jordan

Eickelman's (69) social biography of a "traditional" Moroccan intellectual,
"focusing upon the training, career, and moral imagination of a rural qadi

[judge]" (69 14) opens up to view a world of learning, a discursive tradition,
rarely examined by anthropologists Like the people they have commonly
studied, anthropologists have tended to be nonliterate This means they have
neither access to archives and texts that might illuminate what they are seeing
nor interest in the complex roles of texts in the communities they study The
advantages of such literacy and concern with literacy for an understanding of
Islam are apparent from recent work (134, 136, 137) The danger is that the
pull of classical Onentahsm with its privileging of textual over ethnographic
Islam might shift the balance (10) and drag anthropologists away from
studying ctirrent practices, meanings, and social contexts

The theoretical approach that seems to be emerging, as these diverse
elements are brought together in ways that make it difficult to treat Islam as
either a monolithic system of beliefs or an all-determining structure, might
well follow lines set by Bourdieu and Foucault From Bourdieu (33), one
might borrow and explore the notion of 'body hexis,'" which suggests ways
individuals come to hve as natural, through their ver>' body movements, the
basic pnnciples of an "ideology '' This could be helpful for thinking about the
organization of space in Muslim societies or the meaning of prayer and
pilgnmagc Notions like "practice," which focus on action rather thMi thought
and treat individuals as lmjffovisors (constrained by a set of already de-
termined forces) whose acts create the patterned realities the analyst perceives
as the result of obeying rules, might allow us to interrelate Muslim traditions
and texts and socioeconomic formations in particular societies in tbe Arab
world
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Like Foucault one might lay the stress on discourse Asad argues, for
exan:^Ie, that "if one wants to write an andiropology of Islam (me ^ould
begin, as Muslims do. from the concept of a discursive tradition that includes
and relates l^elf to the founding texts of the Qur'an and the Ha<hth. Islam is
neither a distinctive social structure nor a heterogeneous collection of beliefs,
artifacts, customs, and morals It is a traditKm" (24 14)

Two caveats must be added First, discourse must be taken to include oral
as well as wntten forms Sayings, greetings, and invocations of God and the
Prophet m everyday life are just as important as founding texts Second,
discourses are always multiple and are deployed for purposes by individuals
and social groups under given social conditions at particular histoncal mo-
ments Islamic discourse is no different, as is particularly obvious in the
postctrfonial societies of today's Arab world

Whatever shortcomings Asad has uncovered in the anthropology of Islam.
the stren^hs of the anthropological study of Islam relative to odier discipiin-
an' a{^)roaches are considerable Withm anthn^logy. the tendency to ex-
plain societies in terms of a single totahzii^ concept is ne^ly always coun-
tered by attention to cross-cultural differences and to the relevance of a vanety
of domains, from political economy to gen4er relations This tendency is
furdier tempered by the fieldwork encounter, which can introduce an-
Chrc^iologists to a vanety of ordmar>' individuals whose statemente and actions
are neitt^r mtaiKdly consistent nor ctmsistent among lwlividiiais or social
groups They are certainly not consistent in any straightforward way with
learned or scnptural statements Since the anthropology of religion de-
vel(^>»l, like most andiK^ology. in the study of nonliter^e societies, there
remains a healthy bias t o w ^ looking for religion in what people say and do

If the notion of Islam as a discursive tr^ition in additK)n suggests that more
attention must be paid to the interplay between these everj^ay i^actices and
discourses and die religioiK texts tfiey invoke, the histones of which diey are a
part, and die political eiiter{»ises of which they part^e, this is a thecM t̂tcal
enteipnse that links Mi^le East anthropologists to those expltmng similar
problems with respect to (Kher cot^Iex civiliz^ions, including China and
India This zone of Ureonzmg Imks Mi^le E^t anthro^logists to others
concerned with develt^iag methods and dieones appropnate to analyzing the
heterogenoHis and complex types of situations m which most of the world's
people now live

Perfiaps Asad's most significant point, though, and one that resonates with
the issues I have been raising generally in this review, is found m his
concluding remarks on the positioning of scholars of Islam in relation to the
tradition that is their object Recognizing that ' to wnte about a tradition is to
be in a certain narrative relation to it. a relation that will vary according to
whedier one supports or o | ^ se s the tradition, or regards it as morally
neutral." he goes on to suggest that contests about how to represent the
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tradition "will be determined not only by the powers and knowledges each
side deploys, but the collective life they aspire to—or to whose survival they
are quite indifferent" (24 17) The positive effect such a sense of community
can have on accounts of a tradition is apparent m one sensitive and complex
portrait of an Arab Jewish community in Tunisia (181) The direction the
anthropology of the Muslim Arab world will take depends m part on how
Western anthropologists begin to position themselves in relation to Muslim
Arabs

CONCLUSION

My point about the three-zone character of anthropological theonzing in this
region is not that it takes up issues insignificant to an understanding of life in
Arab societies, just as it is not Appadurai's (17-19) intention to deny the
existence of caste in India or to suggest that caste is irrelevant to an un-
derstanding of Indian society Nor do I wish to denigrate the quality of the
work done in these areas, as should be clear from my discussion of the woi^, I
think much of it is very good What I want to suggest is tfiat these tiiree
"theoretical metonyms" do not exhaust the nchly complex and often con-
tradictory qualities both of people's lives in the Arab world and of the forces
that shape them Throughout I have been concerned with why these three
metonyms might have been pnvileged The remaining question is what they
exclude

Someone steeped in Middle East anthropology nnght ask Well, what else
could one talk about'' In answer, one might tum first to what else has been
done, second, to a companson with anthropological theonzing about other
ethnographic areas, and third, beyond the concerns of classical anthropology
I do not want to imply that scattered individuals, more all the time, have not
asked different questions of the Arab world or looked into different matters
Granted, some approaches are indebted to the hterature of Onentalism rather
than anthropology, but not all. Examples of different issues taken up are
markets (90, 116, 138), cultural pluralism (28), narratives orthe verbal arts in
a society known for the nchness of its play of language and its own apprecia-
Uonofthatnchness (4, 37,38,41,65, 130, 174, 175), concepts of the person
or emotions (4. 5, 36. 51, 167), medical systems (143), and agranan life
(105, 173)

The relative poverty of tlreonzing within Arab world anthropology about
such subjects of great concern in other edinographic areas is glanng m at least
two cases In a recent review of the anthropology of the emotions (120)
references to literature on Ae Pacific wwe legion, those to that on tiw Middle
East were few Similarly, m R<Keberry's 1988 review of the antiutrpological
literature on political economy (164), tiie only references to woric on the Arah
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world wCTe to a few articles on the Sudan Mrae telling is die way woric on the
political ecoiK»ny of the Arab worid nurrors this absence In his recent book
on agncukt^al tramfonn^on in rural Egypt, {Hectically the only refocnces
Hopkms makes to tiieoretical worics by antlm^logists are to ones wntxen by
A^camsts Ec(»iomic antiiropology has hardly been done in the Middle East
(but see 104, 105, U6, 138. 171)

There is httle mdication that peasants or fanners form a less substantial part
of the p<^nd^oa or are less inqxHtant m the Arab world than m many African
countries And andux^K^c^ists—^who. after all, can do fieldworic m vil-
lages—are m a |»iviteged position to comment on a set of questions diat have
recemly begun to interest Scmth ^ d Sotitlieast Asian scholars die relationship

peasants ^id the state as lived on die local level, and especially tlK
of r^istance aod cooperattcm Are diere hcHisehi^ ecomnnies

only in Africa*' Is there peasant resismnce only m Asia"̂  Is there capitalist
d-ansf<»m^(Mi of rural areas only m Latin America'^ It is testimony to the
dearth of recoit woric on [^asants dat practically die only mont^raph (54) on
an Arab peasant group diat is m print and pq)ular for classroom use, reviewed
in major anthropological jcHimals and carrying a foreword by a noted an-
thropolc^^, IS a joumdistic account (supposedly based on fieldworic) that
c(»itains long p a ^ ^ e s lilted from a |»%w^ classic on the Egyptian peasant
(26). reprodiKJing the ahistoncism and col(Miial stereotypes of that penod
(140)

By being less parochial in their reading and turning to other dynamic areas
widiin antlHOpoIogy. Middle East andiropologists may begin to break out of
the con^Uing zones to which diey have been drawn Harem theory has, I
think, begun to benefit from its contact with feminist anthr(q>ology But
turning to other regions will not provKte all the answers Andin^wlogists of
the A r ^ world are confrraited with the same dilemmas troubling an-
thropologi^ of (^O' regions and persuasions Are the concerns of classical
anthropological theory adequate to the world they seek to grasp'' What should
anttffc^ogy become'' What should anthn^wlogists study and how should
diey go ab^it feeir work*' Who should determine their questions, and who is
their ^idieoce''

Advocating a self-cntical reflection on the fieldwork encounter and on the
processes of writing edmographies and theonzing, along with a sharply
self-cntical analysis of the relations between the societies that study and those
thai are studied, is a first step It is not, however, enough to cnticize what has
gone on before This, m a sense, is the fJaw in Asad's project (with the cntical
Middle Eastern studies groiqj) of only, if carefully, deconstructing key texts
(99) New pro^cte and ^^»»iK:hes involving tieldwork or histoncal research
must also he develt^ed SwedenlHirg (180), for example, combines attention
to the politics of scholarship and a greater awareness of the political in
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peoples' lives in his analysis of the relationship between Palestinians' un-
certain constiuction, under military occupation, of a national histoncal mem-
ory and his own position as an Amencan researcher wnting about die subject
for an Amencan audience

One approach is to pursue the implications of Mithropology's Western
origins and center The value of works such as Said's (169) analysis of
scholarship on "the Onent" and Alloula's (12) analysis of colonial postcards
from Algena is that they turn back the gaze to which Arabs have been
subjected by revealing the patterns and politics of the cultural productions of
the West Anthropologists can do something similar In addition to cntically
analyzing, as this review has done, their scholariy productions, they can turn
back the gaze on themselves and the society that produced them by letting the
worlds they come to know bnng their assumptions and analytical categones,
not to mention their whole enterpnse, into question, something that has
always to some extent been part of anthropology's project (127) Rabmow
(157) calls this the project of "anthropologizing the West." something Mitch-
ell (139) has done in a systematic way through a study of the colonization of
Egypt and that others are also beginning to do (e g 152) Such an an-
thropologizing would include among other things recognizing the ways the
Western self and sense of identity continue to be formed through an opposi-
tion to the non-Western other, and explonng further the ways anthropological
theorizing and its categones are culture bound, historically specific, and
politically charged

Another approach might be to unsettle disciplinary, geographic, and tem-
poral boundanes by focusing on a wider range of issues crucial to everyday
life in communities in the Arab world Some of these issues have been raised
by intellectuals from die region, some by the mmiy kinds of ordinar>' in-
dividuals with whom we work in the field Few of these people have much
interest in metropolitan anthropological theray We would have to go to the
cores as well as the penphenes of the Arab world, to cities, towns, and
villages connected to each other and to us by transnational cultural forms,
global communications, labor migration, and international debt (including the
poverty it enforces and the political violence it encourages) Adding some less
obviously "anthropological" issues, often pressing ones that people live with,
to those on which we work, we might try to consider such things as state
violence and repression, class inequalities, consumensm, military' occupa-
tion, changing politics of gender and sexualit\', migration, exile, and woik, to
name just a few

To make sense of peoples' hves and the forces that structure them, we will
also have to break with the classic andiropological predisposition to ignore the
histoncal and current interactions between diis part of the world and others
(185) The local, in the Arab world as elsewhere, cannot be understood
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without reference to tiie nonlocal, even if it should not be reduced to it
Transnational flows of culture, capital, pohtical power, and military force
have shaped OTdinar>' life in the Arab world for centunes With the growing
importance of Islamic movements, the flows are beginning once again to go in
several directions at once (see 6) AH this must be traced histtmcally, witiwut.
however. st<^nng at the now comfortably distiuit col(»iial penod Taking it
into the present is cnttcal, boUi to analyze iHX>cess and to be able to consider
such phenomena as forms of histoncal consciousness or inventions of tradi-
tions

History is impOTtant in anodier way If Onentalist scholarship looked to the
past to define the essence of Arab civilization, anthropology's ahistoncism
has tended to produce its own brand of essentialism—tiie essentiahsm of Arab
culture Bnnging the region into histoncal time, explonng the ways the
coir^lex si&mhCHis in which peqjle live have been histoncally produced, and
showing how transformations have been and are now being lived by particular
mdividuais, families, and communities are steps the antiin^logy of the Arab
world must t ^ e The result will be to make more fluid the boundanes of
anthropological discourse on the Arab world
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